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Sticky Mats™ also known as clean room mats or tacky mats keep 
the job site clean by taking dust and dirt off before they become 
a problem. Sticky Mats™ are convenient to use because when one 
gets too dirty, simply peel away to a clean sheet (30 sheets per 
pad). 

This product is made from a durable 2 mil polyethylene film, and 
each sheet has a non-transferring adhesive that will remove dirt, 
dust, grit and contaminates from footwear. 

SMStarterKits  24” x 36” Blue
StickyMats  24” x 36” Blue
CSticky Mats  24” x 36” Clear
StickyMats 36  36” x 45” Blue

 ▶ Dust/Dirt Control

 ▶ Prevent contaminants from entering 

work area

 ▶ Prevent hazardous materials from 

exiting work area

 ▶ Maintain clean work environment

 ▶ Ideal for Hospital’s construction sites, 

clean room’s, laboratories, warehouse 

traffic, any where shoe contamination 

can be a problem

STICKY MAT™ FLOOR MATS
SELF-ADHESIVE COATED SHEET

NOTE: The information provided herein is based upon data believed to be reliable. All testing is performed in accordance with ASTM standards and procedures. All values are typical and nominal and 
do not represent either minimum or maximum performance of the product. Although the information is accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief, no representation of warranty or guarantee is 
made as to the suitability or completeness of such information. Likewise, no representation of warranty or guarantee, express or implied, or merchantability, fitness or otherwise, is made as to product 
application for a particular use. SA.060717.021318.052120

PROPERTIES VALUES

Adhesive Sheets 1.8 Mil Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE)

Protective Sheets 2 Mil Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE)

Double Coated Backing Sheet 5 Mil Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE)

Adhesive Acrylic/Rubber Compound; Water-Based, No 
solvents used in adhesive

Adhesion to Shoe Soles: High Tack 14.0 - 16.2 oz/sq 111

Adhesion of Double Stick to Floor: 
More Aggressive 17.0 - 17.4 oz/sq 111

 

The bottom of each 30-sheet Sticky Mat™ has an aggressive adhesive 
designed to keep the mat in place. Mats are easily installed by peeling the 
bottom release liner off the Sticky Mats™ and placing in desired location.


